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The Diagnosis

Being uncommon

A sense of being ‘invisible’

Surrounded by the unfamiliar - especially around diagnostic and treatments

Not conforming to a ‘treatment, recovery and survivorship / decline’ model of cancer care

Coping with unusual levels of uncertainty, and having to ‘live’ with cancer - this involves a 
different way of thinking about cancer to the one most are used to. It also means learning 
to live with cancer as part of your everyday life; being vigilant, assertive and 
knowledgeable. Big asks!



Being Prepared

1- Census 2011
2- Carers UK Survey 2018 

➢3 million people juggling work and care roles 

➢1 in 9 people in the workplace



Quality of Life – What 
Did that Mean?

Patient Consent – is it OK 
to say I have had enough?

Coordination of care 
through the maze that is 
NC’s is an indispensable 
aspect of the patient and 
carer pathway 

Communication – Lost & 
Isolated without it
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Patient Pathway Experience – Maze of Care
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Taxonomy of the burden of treatment: a multi-country web-based qualitative study of 
patients with chronic conditions
BMC Medicine volume 13, Article number: 115 (2015)

https://bmcmedicine.biomedcentral.com/


I LOVE this. I can’t even begin to explain the sum of this diagram to 
people most days. They just don’t get how heavy and challenging it is to 
balance this without a single other issue of life added in. My breaking 
point is not lower than theirs. I just start closer to it. The dragons I fight 
are invisible. It doesn’t mean they’re not there.  

➢ Patient experience is not about the ease of parking the car or whether the food was 
edible – its much bigger than that. Understanding the burden, understanding there is 
a life to live, children to look after,  a deadline at work,  a sick dog or the boiler has 
broken down- all these things still happen to ‘patients’ – whilst managing their NC.

➢ The burden many people face is undervalued and under reported



‘Yesterday is not ours to recover, but tomorrow is ours to win or lose’.

Our purpose is to support and inform patients and families 

from diagnosis, enabling access to the best care and 

treatment, whilst stimulating Neuroendocrine Cancer 

research, increasing national awareness and influencing 

improvements in outcomes.



INCA



➢ The development of a NC pathway, education at training level , mandatory expert centre 
referral, and the support for resource capability to ensure effective diagnostics and access 
to APPRORIATE treatments for all. 

➢A collaborative approach across all stakeholder providers, including  advocacy organisations 
who provide significant healthcare support, patient peer to peer support, training, 
education, navigational support, data collection and access to real life lived experience. 

➢Understand the presenting symptoms of Neuroendocrine Cancer - save thousands for 
healthcare systems worldwide and most importantly improve the lives of those affected.

Look closely, look closely, . . . what do you see? Blood values and scans? Or do you see ME? I’m 
more than my cancer, more than my cells. There is more to my life than my DOTA scan tells… 
Help me to live, help me to heal. See not only my body…. Learn – see – how I feel.

by Bethann Siviter
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